SUMMER 2020

PLANNING

In a Time of Change
What a Changing Market Means for
Economic Development Incentives Dollars
Change is sweeping the economy. Already we have seen more automation, higher minimum
wages, trade tariffs and FASB updates. Now we are in the midst of a global pandemic. What will
those changes mean for the workplace, the workforce and the future of business? And what is the
downstream effect for location strategy and the economic incentives that go with it?
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PL ANNING FOR ...
With COVID-19, supply chains are disrupted. Unemployment figures
have reached levels not seen since the Depression. Shortfalls in tax
revenues are hitting state, city and county governments. All those
changes can upend the best-laid plans. Economic development
incentives are no exception.
Incentives are predicated on the idea that strategic projects create jobs
and capital investment and thus a positive ripple effect in the market.
During the boom years, that’s what happened. Now, everything is in flux,
and companies and localities alike are feeling the impact.

Change is here. What’s the plan?
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What Comes Next
Businesses usually come to CBRE when they’re in growth mode,
searching for a new site within a market or in a new market. They tap into our
detailed knowledge of the economic incentives landscape across the United
States and around the world. And they rely on our deep understanding of
labor markets, supply chains and business trends—like the work-from-home
workforce—that may affect location decisions.
CBRE’s Location Incentives group is a natural partner in a boom economy.
We’re also ready to help during periods of flux. The expertise that
makes us valuable in planning for growth makes us essential when it’s time
to plan for change. And that time is now.
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Opportunities & Obligations
TRIGGERING EVENTS

Merger or
Acquisition

Large
Renewal

Portfolio
Consolidation

More
Automation

Site
Expansion

New
Location

Any of these events can trigger economic incentives opportunities for a
company. They also can affect incentives already awarded. Our team is on
hand to identify the upside and manage the risk. And our help can be even more
valuable when business is coping with change.

It’s time to take a second look at incentives
assumptions, decisions and obligations.
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The New Reality
Businesses make a lot of decisions. Most of them are based on expectations for
future growth. In changing times, some of those expectations may stray from
the mark. Headcounts may shrink. Capital expenditures may dial back. Both tie
directly to incentives.
What a company sees as a strategic adjustment, a local agency may view
as a shortfall—one that puts incentives payouts at risk. Now is the time to
communicate with economic development agencies and create a plan that
builds in flexibility to navigate these times.
Working with the agencies can often preserve incentives already collected.
It can potentially safeguard payouts in the pipeline. And it can typically
offer a heads-up about any lags or lapses in future payouts if local agency
revenues fall short or are diverted to relief funding.

Incentives are a public-private partnership.
Working with local agencies can add more
flexibility and potentially avert losses.
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G E T T I N G F U L L VA L U E
CBRE estimates that only about half of all incentives negotiated are
actually collected. Sometimes performance criteria were not met or
the company’s strategy changed. More often, incentives go uncollected
because of missed deadlines or faulty compliance reporting. Today, no
business can afford that kind of unnecessary loss.
CBRE strives to make compliance lapses a thing of the past. Our
Incentives Compliance Tracker is a cloud-based tool, unique in the
industry, that lets our clients organize, update and track incentive
awards and the recurring tasks, forms and filings required to capture
the value awarded.
INCENTIVES COMPLIANCE TRACKER
+ Documents value, conditions, clawbacks
and compliance for secured incentives
+ Creates a customized playbook based
on specific incentives requirements
+ Abstracts incentives agreements to define
milestones and compliance metrics
+ Monitors performance, helps prepare
progress reports and tracks follow-up

50% of all incentives are never collected.
CBRE’s Incentives Compliance Tracker helps
capture the value awarded.
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Revised Reporting Requirements
New standards on reporting and accounting for incentives have been in the works
since 2015. Now FASB is close to releasing guidance on the revised requirements.
Up to now, GAAP standards haven’t addressed government assistance received
by business entities. FASB’s proposed update will require more disclosure
and greater transparency about what kind of assistance is received, how it is
accounted for and how it affects a company’s financial statements.
With FASB’s proposed update, companies reporting GAAP will have to show
the incentives they believe they will receive—or fail to receive—as part of their
audited financial statements. CBRE can help. Our reporting system already
assists with Sarbanes-Oxley compliance by providing SOC 1 and SOC 2
reporting data to our client’s third-party auditors, so our clients will be ready
when the FASB update rolls out.
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Strategic Site Selection
CBRE’s proprietary tools and proven processes help us see opportunities, model
scenarios and make sound recommendations. These are some of the tools that
help our clients make smart decisions about site selection.
ECONOMIC & FISCAL IMPACT MODEL
Our model looks at the likely impacts each
project will have on its local economy and
target market, from job growth and payroll to
tax revenue. The numbers can help our clients
build a business case for their stakeholders or
show a project’s far-reaching benefits during
negotiations with public officials.
COST MODEL
Throughout every project, we build and
maintain a cost model of each market under
consideration. Our model shows a detailed
breakdown of labor, occupancy and one-time
costs, as well as potential incentives savings
and tax considerations.
OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT TOOL
This sophisticated assessment tool helps our team
estimate incentives for sites across the United
States. We maintain a database with hundreds
of state and local incentive programs across the
country. By tracking what each program offers
and requires, CBRE can estimate the potential
incentives of any project in any U.S. market.
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N AV I G A T I N G C H A N G E
Any kind of economic shift can be costly. CBRE Location Incentives
helps our clients stay on course to reach positive outcomes for their
business. These are just a few examples.
C A S E S T U DY 1

SNAPSHOT
Sector: Wholesale Distribution
Scope: 10 U.S. Distribution Facilities
Secured: $125M in Incentives

SITUATION
Our client, a pharma and medical supplies company, turned to CBRE to find what it would consider
the best sites for its network of U.S. distribution centers. All locations needed to have competitive labor
markets, low taxes and capital costs, and easy access for the supply chain.

STRATEGIC SOLUTION
Our group targeted locations that would lower capital costs and reduce operating expenses. In
all, we found 10 locations in eight states, from Florida to Colorado, each close to the company’s
customer base.
Across the country, we worked with state and local agencies. Over six years, we secured cash grants,
job training grants, sales tax refunds, tax abatements and inventory tax exemptions. Savings for our
client totaled $125 million.

Pinpointing the right locations led to
healthy savings for our client.
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C A S E S T U DY 2

SNAPSHOT
Sector: Food & Beverage
Scope: Four U.S. Production Centers
Secured: $15M in Incentives

SITUATION
With growth ahead, our client needed to add capacity at its production centers—both new and existing.
A winning strategy would give it a better return on capital costs and trim its operating expenses.

STRATEGIC SOLUTION
Since 2017, CBRE has worked with our client to vet new sites and seek out the economic incentives to
support them. The incentives we have negotiated run the gamut of cash grants, job training grants, sales
tax rebates, income tax credits, and abatements on business and personal property taxes. To help our
client secure the value awarded, our team tracks the awards and the filings needed to capture them. The
result: $15 million in savings in less than three years.

Tracking awards and filings kept money in
our client’s pocket.
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C A S E S T U DY 3

SNAPSHOT
Sector: Biopharma
Scope: HQ, R&D and Production Expansion
Secured: $25M in Incentives

SITUATION
As it took its first gene therapy product to market, our client was in growth mode. Both headcount and
facilities needed to expand. Where that growth occurred would depend on labor pools, real estate
economics and one-time costs—plus taxes and incentives.

STRATEGIC SOLUTION
CBRE looked at the options for a larger HQ, greater R&D capacity and more production facilities.
We cast a wide net across North America and Europe. Ultimately, our client decided on an HQ site in
Illinois. Other facilities landed in North Carolina to Colorado and California.
To offset the costs, we pursued cash grants and fee waivers for the new facilities. We also secured job
training grants plus tax credits and abatements. Altogether, we brought our client $25 million in state,
city and county incentives.

Pursuing a range of incentives put growth
within reach.
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M A K I N G A (N E W ) PL A N
When times change, so do plans. Following these checklists can often
help businesses find an optimal way forward.

Survey the Incentives Scene
Identify recent business closures and wins.
What gains and losses are local incentives agencies seeing?
Assess budget constraints or surplus.
Is incentive funding going to emergency aid? Does your company qualify for help?
Look into other incentive tools.
Do you have a chance to trade for incentives that may help your business more?
Check out any changes in legislation.
How might they alter your economic development agreements?
Understand shifts in administration.
Could changes in the agency org chart affect incentives funding?
Track relevant metrics.
What would help local agencies better see where your business stands?

Map Out Your Next Steps
Review your incentive agreements for performance milestone dates and default
provisions. What happens if your business—or the agency—misses the mark?
Note any changes in the headcount or capital expenditures you agreed to.
Are you on track? Will you default? Do you need more time?
Develop financial models to understand the risks. How much do you stand to lose if you
default on incentives?
Update your company’s leadership on the status of the incentive agreements. What does
your team need to know now?
Contact the appropriate agencies. What can you work out together?
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L E A D I N G T H E WAY
Economic development incentives are a big deal. The stats tell the story.
U.S. INCENTIVES, 2017–2019

10,202 $29.8B $18,441
INCENTIVES DEALS

TOTAL VALUE

PER-JOB AVER AGE

Source: IncentivesMonitor. Includes all recorded incentives awarded, not only those of CBRE clients.

CBRE leads the industry in helping companies secure incentives and doing so in
a responsible manner. We start by getting a clear understanding of our clients’
business drivers—their business model, growth patterns, customer profile, supply
chain and more. What we learn lets us target the sites best aligned with their
goals as a company.
For each potential site, we find the value of the available incentives, at the local,
state, federal and global level. The information we provide helps our clients
make informed, intelligent decisions about where to go and what to invest.
Once our clients accept the incentives, we can help handle administration and
compliance. Then we strive to show the power of no: No missed deadlines. No
misfiled paperwork. No dollars left on the table.

We’ve secured more than $6B in incentives
savings for our clients. Don’t leave that
money on the table.

CONTACT OUR TEAM TO
CONTINUE THE CONVERSATION
LocationIncentivesGroup@cbre.com
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